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Statutory ERISA Protections

• ERISA has specific provisions that protect tax qualified 
pension benefits (which includes 401(k) plans)
• Accrued benefits may not be reduced retroactively. (Section 

411(d) of the Internal Revenue Code.)This means that if a 
benefit formula was changed, the pre-change benefit is 
grandfathered. It also protects against reductions due to 
changes in actuarial assumptions. 

• Benefits must vest (become nonforfeitable) no more slowly 
than under statutory minimum schedules and at normal 
retirement age. (ERISA Section 203 and Code Section 411)

• All participants must become fully vested if the plan 
terminates and vesting may also be required if there is a 
partial plan termination.

• Most defined benefit plans are covered by the PBGC 
insurance program
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Statutory ERISA Protections

• Benefit options may not be eliminated unless an 
exception applies
• Defined contribution plans may eliminate life annuity 

options.
• Participants in employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs) 

have the right to demand a distribution in the form of 
employer securities and to vote if the securities are 
publicly traded.

Benefits may not be assigned or alienated, which means 
that creditors may not attach plan benefits. (exception for 
IRS and qualified domestic relations orders)
• For QDRO rules, see Code Section 414(p).
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Welfare Plans 

• Examples are plans that provide medical, disability, life insurance.

• Most severance plans are classified as welfare plans under Department 
of Labor regulations.  However, a plan providing only lump sum 
payments with no administrative scheme is not subject to ERISA. Halifax 
Packing, 482 U.S. 1 (1987)

• DOL Reg. 2310.3-2 says severance plans are welfare plans if benefits do 
not exceed twice compensation. 

• Welfare plans are not subject to statutory vesting requirements. This 
has typically come up where retirees have sought to argue that they 
were promised vested benefits for life and therefore the plan cannot be 
terminated. There is no presumption of vesting. However, vesting may 
be established contractually by clear evidence. (See M&G Polymers v. 
Tackett , 135 S. Ct. 926 (2015)

• Special accelerated claims and appeals procedures apply to urgent care 
claims.

• Most welfare benefits are subject to non-discrimination requirements.
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Welfare Plans (cont.)

• If medical coverage is terminated, current and 
former employees have—

• Rights under COBRA and state “mini-COBRA” laws

• Insurance law rights to convert to individual coverage

• Alternative coverage available in ACA marketplace

• But note special protections under Bankruptcy Code Section 
1114
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Section 510 of ERISA

• You can’t fire employees to prevent them from 
vesting or otherwise interfere with ERISA rights.

• Also provides ERISA “whistleblower” protection 
against retaliation.

• It is difficult to make a case under this section
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Disclosure Rights

• Right to a copy of plan document and other 
instruments governing the plan, such as trust 
agreement (ERISA Section 104(b)(4))

• Right to obtain full form 5500
• Right to annual fee and investment information if the 

plan is a defined contribution plan with participant-
directed investments

• Right to funding status information in annual funding 
notice if the plan is a defined benefit plan

• Right to summary plan descriptions that describe the 
plan terms in clear language. Not applicable to “top 
hat” plans.
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Nonqualified Pension Plans

• “Top Hat” pension plans covering a select group of 
management or highly compensated employees are 
not subject to the substantive requirements that apply 
generally to other pension plans subject to ERISA. For 
example, they may have delayed vesting and need not 
have nondiscriminatory coverage. (See ERISA Sections 
201(2), 301(a)(3) and 401(a)).

• As a contractual matter, the plan document may 
protect against retroactive reduction or elimination of 
accrued benefits and/or require participant consent to 
make changes.

• However, these plans ARE subject to Part 5 of Title I of 
ERISA, which means that the claims, appeals and 
litigation sections apply.
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Statutory Rights to Sue (Part 5 of 
Title I of ERISA)
• Plan may sue and be sued. (ERISA Section 502(d)).

• Section 502 allows actions for benefits and equitable relief.

• Section 409 makes fiduciaries personally liable for losses caused 
by fiduciary breach. 

• Participant can sue to enjoin illegal activity.

• Venue is appropriate where plan is administered, breach occurred 
or defendant resides. However, courts have upheld plan 
provisions establishing one venue for legal actions. (See, e.g., 
Manuel-Clark, 2019 WL 5558406 (E.D.N.C. 2019))

• Statute of limitations for fiduciary breach claims is earlier of 6 
years from the date of a fiduciary breach or 3 years from the time 
plaintiff had actual knowledge of the breach.  (ERISA Section 413) 
Supreme Court will be interpreting when the 3 year alternative 
limit starts in the Intel case. For other types of suits, look to 
analogous state action.
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Statutory Rights to Sue (cont.)

• The United States Supreme Court has permitted ERISA plans to 
have a contractually shorter statute of limitations for benefit 
claims in plan documents. Heimeshoff v. Hartford Life, 134 S. Ct. 
604 (2013). No bright line test was established. The contractual 
limit must be “reasonable” and should be disclosed to 
employees. Many plans have provisions with a two year or one 
year limits. Not clear how far this decision may be extended.

• The right to sue may be further limited by mandatory arbitration 
agreements, class action waivers and releases obtained at 
termination of employment.  The U.S. Supreme Court has upheld 
mandatory arbitration clauses and class action waivers in the 
employment context in two recent decisions, Lamps Plus v. 
Varela,139 S. Ct. 1407 (2019) and Epic Systems, 138 S. Ct. 1612 
(2018).

• Ninth Circuit has upheld ERISA arbitration of fiduciary breach 
claims.
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ERISA Claims Procedures

• Department of Labor regulations permit participants to 
be represented by an attorney.

• Generally, claims fiduciary has 90 days to respond to a 
benefit claim, and the participant has 60 days from a 
claim denial to appeal.

• Pension regulations do not require a different person to 
rule on the appeal.

• Special rules for disability claims.

• Welfare plans have stricter rules for medical appeals.

• General rule is that these must be exhausted before 
suing.
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ERISA Claims Procedures (cont.)

• Exceptions to exhaustion requirement
• If it would be futile to do so

• If the contractual statute of limitations applies without 
regard to where the participant is in the claims process. 
No tolling required.
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Terminated Employees and 
ERISA
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High level objectives

▪ Cost savings

▪ Risk management

• Financial

• Legal

• Reputational 

• Competition

▪ Employee moral/loyalty

▪ Corporate citizenship
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Risk-reduction tools

▪ Cash payments

▪ Continuation of benefits

▪ Release agreements

▪ Confidentiality agreements

▪ Restrictive covenants
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ERISA Severance Plans
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The unhelpful definition of an ERISA severance plan

An ERISA severance plan is a severance plan subject to ERISA

• “There is no authoritative checklist that can be consulted to determine conclusively if an employer's obligations 
rise to the level of an ERISA plan…In this cloudy corner of the law, each case must be appraised on its own 

facts.” Belanger v. Wyman-Gordon Co., 71 F.3d 451 (1st Cir. 1995).

• “[N]o single act in itself necessarily constitutes the establishment of the plan, fund, or program.” Donovan v. 

Dillingham, 688 F.2d 1367 (11th Cir. 1982).

• Distinguishing between an ERISA severance plan and a severence benefit not covered by ERISA requires 

consideration of “a number of interrelated, overlapping factors.” Nadworny v. Shaw's Supermarkets, Inc., 405 F. 

Supp. 2d 124 (D. Mass. 2005).
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The helpful definition of ERISA severance plan

(1) the employer has manifested its intention to provide benefits on a regular and long-term basis; 

(2) a reasonable person would be able to ascertain the plan’s intended benefits, the class of 
beneficiaries, the source of financing, and the procedures for recovering benefits, and

(3) the benefits are to be provided pursuant to an on-going administrative scheme. 
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What is an “ongoing administrative scheme”?

▪ Is there a written plan?

▪ How long is the plan in effect? Ongoing policy or limited program of terminations?

▪ Is there a mechanical payment formula or does it require discretion to interpret and operate the plan?

▪ Is there a one-time lump sum payment or are benefits paid over time?
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What type of ERISA Plan?

▪ Severance plans can be classified as either a pension plan or a health and welfare plan.

▪ An ERISA severance plan will qualify as a health and welfare plan unless:

• Payments are contingent upon retirement;

• Payments exceed two times annual compensation; and

• All payments are not completed within 24 months.

▪ Pension plans are subject to additional requirements.
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Consequences of ERISA coverage

▪ Fiduciary duties

▪ Annual reporting requirements

▪ Disclosure requirements

▪ Federal preemption of state laws

▪ Federal court subject matter jurisdiction

▪ Deferential “arbitrary and capricious” standard of review for plans with claims review procedures
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Advantages of an ERISA severance plan

▪ Federal court subject matter jurisdiction

▪ Federal preemption of state laws

• Uniform administration across multiple states

• Preempts “inconvenient” state laws

▪ No punitive damages under ERISA

▪ Plan documents provide clarity to employees

• Limits possibility of claims based on oral representations

• Can discourage employees from seeking to negotiate more generous package

▪ Appropriate claims review procedures create “arbitrary and capricious” standard of review
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Disadvantages of an ERISA severance plan

▪ Inflexible—cannot tailor to the needs of individual employees without changing the terms of the entire 
plan

▪ Fiduciary duties

▪ Reporting/disclosure requirements

• Provide SPDs to eligible employees

• Forms 5500 for plans with 100+ employees who may become eligible for benefits

▪ Statutory attorneys’ fees for prevailing plaintiffs

▪ Unfavorable interaction with WARN Act obligations
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De facto plans

▪ Employers unwittingly create an ERISA plan by implementing an ongoing administrative scheme

▪ Accidental plans likely operate without complying with formal ERISA requirements

▪ Inadvertent fiduciary breaches

▪ Cost of plan correction

• IRS EPCRS

• DOL VFCP

▪ Often discovered in context of litigation
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Release Agreements
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Release agreements and ERISA anti-alienation

▪ ERISA §206(d)(1): “Each pension plan shall provide that benefits provided under the plan may not be 
assigned or alienated.”

▪ Employers can require employees to execute a release as a condition of receiving all termination 
benefits except for vested retirement benefits.

• Draft severance plans to condition receipt of benefits on executing a release

▪ Employers can generally require a broad release of all claims except:

• Benefits provided as consideration for the release

• Vested retirement benefits
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Additional contract terms to “purchase” in exchange for 
termination benefits

▪ Nondisclosure agreements

▪ Nondisparagment agreements

▪ Customer/employee nonsolicitation agreements

▪ Notification if asked about employment in connection with government investigation

▪ No rehire agreements

▪ NOTE: Many of these terms can be strictly limited by state laws

• ERISA may preempt state law where restrictions are incorporated into plan documents
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Distinguishing between releasable and nonreleasable claims

▪ Claims for vested retirement benefits cannot be released unless as settlement of a “contestable” claim. 
Lynn v. CSX Transp., Inc., 84 F.3d 970 (7th Cir. 1996).

• Memorialize presence of contestable claims

▪ Former employees remain plan “participants” with standing to sue for benefits which should have been 
paid when they were participants, but lack standing to sue for other relief.  Harzewski v. Guidant Corp., 
489 F.3d 799 (7th Cir. 2007) (J. Posner).

• Carefully drafted release language cuts off this source of liability. Howell v. Motorola, Inc., 633 F 3d 552 (7th Cir. 
2011).
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Knowing and voluntary releases

Courts consider:

1. Plaintiff’s education and business experience;

2. Plaintiff’s input in negotiating the terms of the release;

3. The clarity of the release language;

4. The length of time the plaintiff had to deliberate before signing the release;

5. Whether the plaintiff read the release and considered its terms before signing;

6. Whether the plaintiff knew his or her rights and the relevant facts before signing the release;

7. Whether the plaintiff was given an opportunity to consult with an attorney before signing the 
release;

8. Whether the plaintiff received adequate consideration for the release; and

9. Whether the release was induced by improper conduct.
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Concluding thoughts



Early Retirement Window and Layoff 
Benefits
• Mostly an issue for defined benefit plans

• Plans may provide temporary incentives for voluntary retirement, such 
as additional service credit or eliminating actuarial reductions for early 
payment or special benefits for involuntary layoffs.

• Subject to ADEA as well, but ADEA provides an exception for voluntary 
retirement incentive programs.

• If involuntary group layoff, participants will get information about others 
affected.
• Age of all individuals in same job classification, both affected and still employed

• IRS regulations say that a series of window amendments close in time 
can create a permanent plan benefit even though plan sponsors intend 
these benefits to be temporary. 
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Lump Sum Windows

• Defined benefit plan participants must be entitled to normal form 
of benefit as an annuity.  Lump sum options permitted but not 
required. 

• IRS permits windows for vested terminated participants and 
retirees  to elect lump sums in lieu of monthly pension payments.

• IRS currently will not act if retirees in pay status get election to 
get actuarial value of unpaid benefits in a lump sum, although 
that position may change in the future. (See Notice 2019-18)

• Participants must act by deadline and are sometimes offered 
access to professional financial advice.

• A series of window offers could result in lump sum option 
becoming a permanent plan feature. Could give rise to a 
participant claim.
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Annuitization in Ongoing Plans

• Plans may pay out benefits as paid up annuities 
from third party insurers.

• Participant consent not required.

• Verizon retirees sued to challenge annuitization of 
their benefits, claiming fiduciary breach and 
challenging loss of PBGC insurance protection.

• Annuitization is a settlor decision under existing 
law. Verizon plaintiffs frustrated in court. (See the 
series of decisions in Lee v. Verizon 
Communications.)
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Partial Terminations-Layoffs and 
Closings
• Full vesting is required if a sizable percentage of participants is 

involuntarily terminated, for example, by layoffs or plant closings.

• General rule of thumb has been that a 20% reduction in participants 
triggers a partial termination. IRS makes that a rebuttable presumption 
in Rev. Rul. 2007-43.

• Look only at involuntary terminations. Retirements, deaths and 
voluntary quits do not count. However, numerator includes vested and 
nonvested participants. Denominator is all participants during the 
relevant period, looking at total at beginning of relevant period plus new 
participants.

• Only “affected participants” must be vested. If the plan is a defined 
benefit plan, they are vested “to the extent funded”.

• IRS says that affected participants includes all participants who haven’t 
forfeited benefits at termination, for example, if the plan requires 5 
consecutive one year breaks in service before a forfeiture, it includes 
former participants who have not had 5 consecutive breaks in service.
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Partial Terminations By Plan 
Amendment
• A plan amendment may also cause a partial termination. 

Example: a plan is amended to exclude 120/170 participants. See 
Rev. Rul. 72-439.

• Partial terminations also can occur in defined benefit plans if 
there is a plan amendment that cuts off future accruals or a plan 
amendment that increases the plan sponsor’s potential reversion. 
Participants must get ERISA 204(h) notice if future benefits are 
reduced or eliminated.

• This is a big IRS audit issue.

• If a defined contribution plan has a partial termination, 
participants become entitled to their full account balances even if 
they were not previously 100% vested.

• If a defined benefit plan has a partial termination, separate 
benefit allocations are made but no increase in benefit 
entitlements may occur if the plan is underfunded.
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Partial Terminations (cont.)

• Participants who are not fully vested may not realize there is 
a potential claim.

• IRS filing or approval not required, but plan sponsor may file 
for a determination letter. Under new IRS procedures, 
review is limited to whether a partial termination occurred

• If IRS determination application is voluntarily made to 
determine whether a partial termination occurred, 
participants and former employees with accounts required 
to get advance notice that a filing will be made and will have 
the opportunity to file comments

• Partial terminations are listed among PBGC reportable 
events, but the reporting requirement is waived. 20% 
participant reduction may be a separate reportable event.

• Partial termination is not a PBGC insurable event. 
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Complete Terminations-Defined 
Contribution
• Defined contribution plans must fully vest all participants.

• Trust must generally be liquidated and everyone paid out within 
12 months.  (reasonable extensions with valid business reason)

• No employer reversion is permitted unless Code Section 415 
limits prohibit allocations. All assets, including unallocated 
forfeitures, must be allocated to participants.

• If IRS determination application is voluntarily made to confirm 
qualification on termination, participants and former employees 
with accounts required to get advance notice that a filing will be 
made and will have the opportunity to file comments.

• Note: complete discontinuance of contributions also requires full 
vesting, but a temporary suspension does not. See Code Section 
411(d)(3).
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What About Orphan Plans?

• Plans may be abandoned by sponsors if company 
goes out of business, owner dies

• Was a big problem for participants entitled to 
benefits. No one to act for the plan.

• Now a “qualified termination administrator”, such 
as the trustee or insurance company, may 
terminate a plan.

• Department of Labor regulations facilitate 
termination and paying everyone out. (See DOL 
Reg. Section 2578-1)
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Complete Termination-Defined 
Benefit
• Unless exempted, PBGC filing required for voluntary termination.

• Advance notice to participants and union required 60-90 days in 
advance.

• IRS determination letter filing is optional under previously-
discussed rules.

• Two types of voluntary termination-standard and distress. (ERISA 
Section 4041)

• In a standard termination, participants will receive their full 
accrued benefits. (ERISA Section 4042)

• If full accrued benefits cannot be paid out, distress termination 
may be an option. A distress termination requires PBGC and 
union approval and is generally accepted only if entire controlled 
group is in financial distress.

• Most distress terminations are bankruptcy situations.
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Involuntary Termination by PBGC

• PBGC has the right to take over a plan if 
continuation would increase its exposure as insurer 
of pension benefits.

• If PBGC takes over plan, it will be appointed as 
trustee by a federal district court and will make 
benefit payouts.

• In either distress or involuntary termination, 
benefits may be limited to PBGC insurance 
maximum-will be $5812/mo for single life annuity 
benefits paid at age 65 in 2020.
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PBGC Termination Insurance

• Not used if termination is a standard termination.

• Will come into play if the termination is a distress termination or 
if PBGC has triggered an involuntary termination of the plan. 
PBGC can trigger involuntary termination if it believes its 
exposure would be increased if the plan continued.

• Subject to maximum dollar caps so full accrued benefit may not 
be guaranteed or paid out.

• In either distress or involuntary termination, benefits may be 
limited to PBGC insurance maximum-will be $5812/mo for single 
life annuity benefits paid at age 65 in 2020.

• Plan sponsor and its controlled group members are liable for 
underfunding up to 30% of the controlled group’s net worth. 
Post-termination payments are also required.

• PBGC underfunding claim has status of a federal tax lien in 
bankruptcy proceedings.
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Summary of Participant Rights on 
Termination
• Decisions to terminate or amend plans are generally in plan 

sponsor’s sole discretion and may not be successfully 
challenged in court. Exception is collectively-bargained 
plans.

• Participants do not have a right to a lump sum cashout on 
termination if the plan does not provide a lump sum option.

• Participants who get annuity contracts from third party 
insurers as termination payouts may not challenge loss of 
PBGC insurance.

• However, participants cannot be forced to accept lump 
sums in a defined benefit plan termination. Can insist on 
receiving annuity contract.

• If underfunded plan is PBGC insured, participants will get at 
least insured benefit.
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Can Participants Gain or Lose 
Benefits on Plan Termination? Yes
• If plan is overfunded, excess assets may revert to the employer, 

be used to pay expenses,  or be used to increase participant 
benefits. 

• However, surplus reversion authorization cannot be added to the 
plan at the time of termination. Must have been in the plan at 
least 5 calendar years to be enforceable.

• Plan may provide for excess assets to be used to increase 
benefits.

• Use of qualified replacement plans to lower employer reversion 
tax may provide additional benefits to active employees.

• Majority owners may waive benefits in PBGC termination to 
provide assets to pay other participants. Other participants may 
not.

• IRS has its own funding rules. Plan must be funded without regard 
to owner waivers through termination. 
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Carol Buckmann

• Carol is the co-founding partner of Cohen & Buckmann p.c. She is one of the 
top-rated employee benefits and ERISA attorneys in the United States, and is 
widely known as an outstanding and innovative benefits lawyer, who deals with 
some of the foremost issues in ERISA, including pension plan compliance, 
fiduciary responsibilities and investment fund formation. Clients and other 
attorneys seek her advice due to her phenomenal depth of experience on to 
complex pension law and fiduciary problems. She regularly shares her thoughts 
about new developments in the benefits industry on our Cohen & Buckmann 
Insights Blog and industry publications.

• Carol has been recognized:

• Martindale Hubble AV** Preeminent Lawyer

• 2018-2019 New York Metro Super Lawyer (Employee Benefits)

• Selected in Best Lawyers, Employee Benefits, 2020

• President and Board member, Worldwide Employee Benefits, New York Chapter

• Member, Employee Benefits Committee, New York City Bar Association

• Contact her at carol@cohenbuckmann.com
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Thank You

Daniel J. Green

djgreen@ebglaw.com 


